
Inside look at Anjuna’s Confidential Computing Platform

We are leaders in data security and privacy. Our breakthrough  
platform transforms your hybrid-cloud into a high-trust environment 
where data is always encrypted and code is verified for authenticity.  
With Anjuna, you maintain data confidentiality anywhere you run your 
apps and protect against a wide range of security risks, such as insider 
threats, secret zero exposure and zero day exploits. 









Problems Anjuna Solves
Your data is at risk and traditional security solutions won’t protect you! 
Even the most security-oriented organizations fall victim to:

Confidential Computing is a new breakthrough technology that 
shields data during runtime. It uses modern CPUs to create a secure 
enclave in which data is isolated and encrypted in memory, making it 
invisible to unauthorized processes and people.   

Anjuna is your EASY BUTTON to a highly secure, high-trust cloud 
environment with complete data confidentiality. We make your hybrid-
cloud the safest place to run even the most sensitive apps.

 Anjuna secures data even when infrastructure or OS gets breached. 
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Join us for a live demo
anjuna.io

Cloud Providers and Anjuna: 


The Perfect Combination 




Contact sales at sales@anjuna.io to learn 

more and discuss volume pricing.
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